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BOTTOM LINE

Changes to next year’s budget discussed at forum
BY ROSA JASSO
@rosabjasso

The state budget is currently being
discussed by the state legislature and expected to be finalized on June 30.
The approved enrollment plan for
students who will be attending San
Jose State has increased. Last year’s
enrollment plan total was 24,810 and
next year’s expected enrollment total is
25,350. Of that total, an extra 744 resident students and 295 non-resident students were added to the original target
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Musical Performance by Twins Reverb
Dance Performance

Petting Zoo

Trashion Fashion Show*
Garden Tours

CROSSING CULTURES

SEE BUDGET ON PAGE 2

Students say
administration
is ‘missing the
point’ at chat
BY ANASTASIYA RAKOVA
@ssupstace

*Trashion Fashion
Show is held at
Campus Village
Courtyard.
Other events are all
held at Tower Lawn.

Compost Workshop

number, which helped reach the new
25,350 total.
However the actual number of students
attending exceeds the funding count.
The Fall 2015 semester is expecting
32,000 students and 29,937 for Spring 2015.
According to the Larochelle’s presentation,
the average unit load has been increasing
which “drives down the amount of tuition
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A new faculty equity plan was among
the new budget items discussed in Monday’s open forum led by vice president
for finance Josee Larochelle on the
school’s fiscal plan for the upcoming academic year.
The CSU’s budget of $268.6 million will
allow for a 3 percent growth of current and

future full-time equivalent students while
the governor’s budget of $137 million will
only allow a 1 percent growth for current
and future full-time equivalent students.
However the governor’s budget will not
go toward infrastructure projects or student success and completion initiatives.
The CSU board of trustees requested a
$216.6 million fund but Gov. Jerry Brown
agreed to $119.5 million, leaving a $97.1
million funding gap.

Interim vice president of student affairs
Renee Barnett Terry gathered a group of 17
students at the Associated Students House
for a “fireside chat” to openly discuss campus concerns yesterday.
Also present was the director of student
affairs of campus and community relations,
Fernanda Perdomo Arciniegas.
The chat opened up with the icebreaker
“What do you like most about this campus?”
Students anonymously provided their
major and academic year and voiced their
concerns.
While the range of topics was broad, diversity was a strong emphasis in the conversation. The room reflected this diversity on
campus, which included students of various
races, interests and concerns.
The combination of local, statewide and
international graduate and undergraduate
students exchanged comments regarding
the benefits of a diverse body, including the
opportunity to discuss global issues, and offer and receive help from students of various
social, economic and intellectual statuses.
Terry continued the discussion with
questions, addressing her concern
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HELPING HANDS

Event opens arms to all black cultures Rallying against homelessness
BY R AVEN SWAYNE
@itsRavenDawn

BY ARNO BRYANT
@MrArnoBryant

Students of all races attended the first ever Essence of
Blackness event at the San Jose
State Student Union Ballroom
to get a better understanding
of the multitude of African
and Caribbean cultures.
The event was planned by
Michael Randle, an SJSU academic advisor and Michelle
Randle, interim director of the
College of Applied Sciences and
Arts Student Success Center.
They planned the event
with the help of student volunteers after a weekend retreat for
black students where the students requested more events
focused on black students who
are not African-American.
“The
African-American
students wanted to acknowledge other black students beyond
African-Americans,”
Michael Randle said. “We
came up with the essence of
blackness, with an acknowledgment that black people
spread all over the world.”

Students and homeless people
came together yesterday to protest
the city council’s “Whac-a-Mole”
approach to homelessness.
The group chanted as they
marched through campus before
congregating outside City Hall.
The march was organized by social action group Empowering People, Restoring Communities.
Armed with a microphone, psychology senior Vivian Dominguez

Raven Swayne | Spartan Daily
Musicians from the group Akoma Arts perform a song
with the steel drum, which was created when Africans
and Caribbeans weren’t allowed instruments.
Michael Randle said their
goal was to create an event
with an element of food and
entertainment as well as education, and he believes they
achieved this goal.
The event began with a
greeting and small speech
from Michelle Randle then an
introduction about African
culture from Steven Millner,
an African-American studies
professor.

Guests were permitted to
eat before the main performances to experience Caribbean, Ethiopian and soul
foods, all provided by local
San Jose restaurants.
Entertainment ranged from
the Caribbean steel drum
band Shabang to a Brazilian
samba dance performance by
Amor do Samba.

SEE UNITY ON PAGE 2

addressed the crowd.
“I came to support the EPRC,”
Dominguez said. “We’re all about
empowering people, restoring communities and supporting the homeless.”
The council recently announced
a five-year “Plan to End Homelessness” but many are still skeptical.
“People are people regardless of
their living situation,” Dominguez
said. “They shouldn’t be exiled because of that.”

SEE RALLY ON PAGE 2

TALES OF TEL AVIV

Israeli soldiers share stories
BY ROSA JASSO
@rosabjasso
“War is hell and it’s the worst
thing I’ve ever had to do,” Tslil said.
Tslil and Kokit, whose last names
will remain unknown for protective
reasons, are both 28-year-old captain reserves in the Israeli Defense
Force. They joined StandWithUs
to visit different schools in the U.S.

and teach students about life in Israel through their point of view.
They made their second stop in
California at the Hillel of Silicon
Valley synagogue on Monday.
“This is the reason that I came
all the way from Israel is I want to
share with you my story and give
you the opportunity to see Israel

SEE VETERAN ON PAGE 2
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Since the closing of the infamous homeless camp “the Jungle,” homelessness has
been much more visible around San Jose.
One homeless man who joined the group
was Phil Olmstead. He claimed that since the
closure of “the Jungle” many of its former occupants have been moved dozens of times.
“They are literally trying to chase people in circles ‘till they leave the area,” Olmstead said.
It has become so prevalent that many of
the homeless community now refers to the
practice as “Whac-a-Mole.”
“We pop up and they whack us down
again,” Olmstead said. “How you win is by
killing all the moles. If they could line us all
against the wall and shoot us I believe there
are people who would support that.”
One chant from the group went “fifth
highest homeless population in the country
… It could be you or me.”
Olmstead is a perfect testament to this.
“For the last 20 years I was a financial
adviser,” Olmstead said. “I was making
$150,000 a year.”
However, he was hit hard by the financial
crash in 2010 before a stroke wiped out everything he had left.
Now physically recovered, Olmstead
said he now feels able to return to work
but without a location to operate from,
he’s left on the streets.
Arno Bryant is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

Arno Bryant | Spartan Daily
Top: “Sparky” joins student
group EPRC in protest outside
San Jose City Hall yesterday.
Right: Patrick Train holds a sign
reading “No justice. No peace.
No more people on a street” at
EPRC’s protest yesterday.

BUDGET
FROM PAGE 1

per student and revenue for mandatory fees including SSETF, Associated
Students, Student Union and Student
Health.”
The revenue fund for next year is
expected to be a base of $8.8 million
and $7.4 million in one-time funds
coming from tuition, the extra number of students and state support.
The funds are being distributed
between campus priorities, staff and
faculty salary equity adjustments and
other categories.
After distribution, the entire fund
should be used with no money left to
spare.

VETERAN
FROM PAGE 1

through my eyes,” Kokit
said.
The Israeli Defense
Force teaches its soldiers
values and responsibilities
known as “The Spirit of the
IDF” which must be followed daily. The values are
written on a blue pamphlet
that soldiers carry around
every day stating the 10
different sections every
soldier should follow.
“We’re not some sort of
a militia running around
the hills shooting whatever we see,” Tslil said. “We
are a professional army of a
democratic country.”
In Israel it’s mandatory
for men to serve for three
years in the army and women have to serve for two.
Children know they are
expected to join the army
at a young age by seeing
previous family members’
experiences. Kokit said her
younger sister is excited

FROM PAGE 1

Michael Parrish, the dean of the
College of Science, asked about the
prioritization and funding behind
academic buildings and what actions
the state is allowing.
“As you know we’re very far behind
in terms of replacing academic buildings,” Parrish said.
He then asked for Larochelle’s
thoughts.
“What we’re trying to do within the
budget is actually provide a financial
framework to be able to move forward
in approving those infrastructures,”
Larochelle said to Parrish.
She said more prioritization and
action will hopefully occur after that
is established.
Matthew Masucci, the chair of the ki-

to join the Israeli Defense
Force and become a captain reserve like her.
“You grow up into that
kind of reality,” Tslil said.
Kokit and Tslil joined at
the age of 18 and have remained active since then.
During the presentation they talked about their
hobbies, education, families and life in the military.
Kokit, a current law and
government major at Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya, said she loves to go
shopping and go out with
her friends when she’s not
busy in the military.
She said she never understood how difficult it
was for her family to move
from Ethiopia to Israel
until she was promoted to
captain reserve.
“Suddenly I see my
mom crying and I didn’t
understand why she was
crying, she’s supposed to
be happy,” Kokit said.
Her mother said she was
happy and proud.

nesiology department, said he is happy
with providing equity for faculty.
“The fact that they’re even talking
about equity is probably a good thing,
but I think some would argue they
would’ve liked to see a little more transparency and how decision was made,”
Masucci said.
The Student Success, Excellence and
Technology Fee, or SSETF, amount is
planned to be released by the end of this
month, according to Larochelle. The final approval will occur in May.
For more information regarding next
year’s budget, visit sjsu.edu/finance/
docs/201516_Budget_Preliminary_Presentation_April_2015.pdf.
Rosa Jasso is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

over the majority of the student body that
is uninformed and uninterested in communicating with groups unlike themselves, be
it international students or the staff of their
departments.
Some students felt strongly about this topic,
striking a sharp chord speaking on behalf of the
whole SJSU community.
Sargon Jacob, a senior management information systems major, commented on his opinion
on President Mohammad Qayoumi’s weekly
email updates and the school’s administration as
a whole.
“I think the administration is missing the
point. They don’t understand what students
think,” Jacob said. “As you saw with the president’s message, they think students love that, but
no one gives a s—-t about that. They don’t know
what they’re talking about.”
According to Jacob, student-administration
miscommunication is only part of the problem.
“There needs to be reconstructive surgery on
the school,” Jacob said.
Other major concerns brought up included
poor food options on campus, inflexible general
education class choices and being dropped out of
Summer and Winter courses after payment was
made, among others.
Ana Gyenis-Iovi, a graduate education and
counseling student from Romania, raised her
concern of the latter.
“When I entered the program, I was informed
that those (Winter and Summer) classes are
available, but as of two months ago we aren’t able
to attend those classes anymore because they aren’t offered,” Gyenis-Iovi said.
Gyenis-Iovi also spoke of her classmate who
struggled to be a parent and finish her degree on
time in order to not lose her job.
Despite the growing number of concerns and
student thoughts about not being properly heard,
Terry remained optimistic about providing students all they need to succeed in their years at
SJSU. She said she hopes to provide the same experience she received as a student.
Terry said students need to be intentional and
deliberate in planning their lives to fully enjoy
their college years, and she hopes the fireside
chats will open the door to help students achieve
that goal.
“These opportunities give us and allow us
entry into the hearts and lives of our students,”
Terry said.
Anastasiya Rakova is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

“
”

You grow up
into that kind
of reality
Tslil

Captain reserve in the
Israeli Defense Force

Raven Swayne | Spartan Daily
Neil Thomas, the connector of MOS Training Systems, thanks Tslil, captain reserve of the Israeli Defense Force, who shared his life story. Tslil visited
the Hillel of Silicon Valley house on Monday to talk
about his life as a veteran and student.
Tslil, who is also a political science and communications graduate of
Tel Aviv University, said
he enjoys traveling and
hiking. He said he bought
a Jeep for traveling purposes. His Jeep is the longest relationship Tslil has
had in his life.

During his speech he
told the audience about the
friend he loved to travel with
but lost during a military
mission. They were searching a hospital not knowing
their enemy was hiding and
waiting to attack.
His friend was remembered by banners placed

around towns in Israel
where he and Tslil planned
to travel. The banners had
the friend’s photo and the
last text he sent out “Peace
ya man” which translates to
“peace be upon you.”
Gavril Torrijos, a junior
meteorology major, said he
originally thought the presentations were going to be
one-sided but had a change
of perspective after listening
to the stories.
“The speakers were a lot
more balanced,” Torrijos
said. “... I thought that their
stories and perspectives were
very valuable in terms of my
perspective of their country
and their efforts.”

UNITY
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Raven Swayne | Spartan Daily
Akoma Arts dancer Lisa Gaines, inspires her audience through her interpretation of
“Amazing Grace” in the Student Union Ballroom on Monday.

Harry Best is the lead band
member for Shabang and a native
of St. Lucia, a Caribbean island,
and was excited to teach others the
history behind Caribbean music.
“It starts with repression and
they find some way to express
themselves to feel free and they
come up with really genius things
like music and different forms of
culture,” Best said.
Best believes all cultures have
gone through some sort of struggle and it’s important to share
this history with one another.
Akoma Arts performed a variation of songs, original poetry
and dance to represent African
culture.
Akoma Arts is an organization formed by musicians, danc-

Jordan Garza, a junior
psychology major, said it
was an eye-opening event.
“Talking to these two
soldiers first hand and
hearing about their experiences I definitely say I
learned a lot,” Garza said.
“Just about the entire IDF
in general, their culture
and what it’s really like
over there.”
The StandWithUs Fellowship is a nonprofit
organization that works
with high ranking Israeli and Palestinian students to expose students
around the world to Israel
through other students’
perspectives.
The Tel Aviv program
gave the top 10 Instagram
users the opportunity to
have a full-paid trip to Israel and post pictures on
its Instagram accounts.
The program had to fund
its own money to provide
the opportunity.
Rosa Jasso is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

ers, singers and spoken word artists who strive to strengthen the
community through song and
dance.
They performed many dance
and musical numbers including
a remix of “Summertime” and an
original poem, “Who will write
your story?”
The night ended with a vibrant
performance by Amor Do Samba
and they brought audience members to the front to teach them
dance moves.
Jeffrey Davis, a senior business major, attended the event
and was very impressed with how
the event turned out. He said he
was happy the community was
able to come together to put on a
fun and educational program for
everyone to enjoy.
Raven Swayne is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.
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Print a Palooza fundraises for
youth charity Angels on Stage

BY HENRY NAVARRO
@manof2moro
Netflix released the
13-episode first season of
“Marvel’s Daredevil” this
month and it’s marvelous.
The great thing about
releasing the season in its
entirety is that you can
choose how to watch the
show.
You can pace yourself
one-episode-a-week
or
spend the day on a comfy
couch with fellow bingers
watching the characters
and storylines progress
like the streaming gods
intended it.
The premise follows
Matt Murdock, played by
Charlie Cox, lawyer by
day—superhero by night.
Blinded as a child from a
freak accident, he grows up
to become the protector of
New York City, particularly
“Hell’s Kitchen.”
The series takes place
after the alien invasion of
the first Avengers Film. The
series is connected to the
Marvel Universe.
Daredevil occasionally
references heroes and locations connected to Marvel
Universe while avoiding
outlandish cameos or trips
to Avengers Tower.
The choreography is put
together well. Daredevil
uses martial arts and parkour, making the city his
playground.
The intense violence in
Daredevil is akin to its’
bloody source material
because Netflix has less
censorship than network
television.
An example of the
shows’ choreography and
violence is a fight scene
from the second episode.
Daredevil takes down a
handful of men in a hallway. The fight is over three
minutes long and looks like
it was done in all one take.

BY CRISTIAN PONCE
@Heel_ Ponce

Photo by: Barry Wetcher | Photo courtesy of Netflix
Charlie Cox as Matt Murdock in the Netflix
Original Series “Marvel’s Daredevil”
© 2014 Netflix, Inc. All rights reserved.
This scene’s intensity
shows the audience this
character isn’t a bright and
upbeat superhero who flies
or shoots beams out of his
metal suit.
Though blind, he has radar sense enabling him to
“see” his surroundings, like
bat sonar.
He brilliantly uses this
ability during interrogations listening to people’s
heartbeats to tell if they’re
lying to him or not.
But a hero is only as
good as his villain and Vincent D’Onofrio’s Wilson
Fisk is a testament to that.
Fisk is a civilized crime
boss but if you so much as
say his name, he’ll show you
why he’s called the Kingpin
of Crime.
Fisk reminded me of
Voldemort from Harry
Potter. A hidden antagonist
in the beginning, until he
makes his grand entrance.
The season as whole felt
like a 13-episode movie and
that’s a good thing. Sure
there are self-contained
stories in most episodes,
but the threads sewn in
early developed throughout
and come full circle at the
end.
One constant problem I

had with the show was how
dark it was.
The dark tone was perfect for the type of show
“Daredevil” is but I’m referring to how low-lit most
scenes were.
A majority of the show
took place at night which
made seeing a protagonist
dressed in black that much
harder to distinguish, especially when the goons
he fought also wore dark
colors.
The red suit he dons at
the end of his season-long
journey is a little cheesy but
that’s understandable since
Marvel wants to distance
this iteration of the character from the 2003 film.
“Daredevil” is a gritty
take on “The Man Without
Fear” taking Marvel’s cinematic universe in a darker
direction.
Netflix now has 60 million users and it’s shows
like this that give credence
to that number.
If you’re looking for
something to binge-watch
between finals, Daredevil
should be on your radar.
Henry Navarro is
a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

AFK Gamer Lounge
hosts grand opening
BY ARNO BRYANT
@MrArnoBryant
It started as an idea in
the back of class, now three
years later Tyler Peckham
and Kevin Wick are opening San Jose’s first gaming
bar.
“We met in a business
plan class,” Peckham said.
“I used to go to LAN centers back in the ‘90s … it
was a much better gaming
environment but once everyone got DSL all the LAN
centres closed down.”
The AFK Gamer Lounge
located next to San Pedro
Square refers to the common gaming term “Away
from Keyboard.”
The lounge spreads over
two floors and a patio. The
upstairs is a traditional
bar albeit for a selection of
game consoles, retro and
modern, dotted around the
seating areas.
Downstairs is modeled
after a Korean gaming bar.
One hundred gaming PCs
are networked together and
loaded with all the most
popular online games.
“We wanted to make the
focus on e-sports and competitive gaming,” Peckham

said. “They’re coming here
to work out, like in the
gym.”
E-sports is the contraction of “electronic sports”
and the term is used for organized multiplayer video
game competitions.
San Jose’s reputation for
e-sports has grown. Last
year over 14,000 people attended the Intel Extreme
Masters event at the SAP
Center.
SJSU’s Spartan Starleague team is the 2ndranked “StarCraft” team
across North American
colleges.
“We want to get the
Spartan Starleague playing
and practicing here,” said
Wick, the co-founder who
occupies the job title of
“The Final Boss.”
In three weeks time the
lounge will host “Red Bull
LAN San Jose” a tournament for over 100 professionals and amateurs to
compete in an online battle
arena video game “Dawn of
the Ancients 2,” shorted to
“DotA 2.”
“We want this to be
the place where pros are
made,” Wick said.
The lounge isn’t just

about competitive gaming.
The grand opening includes a series of tournaments on social console
games like “Super Smash
Bros.” and “Mortal Kombat” as well as a live disc
jockey.
“We eventually want
to have events every night
of the week so even if you
don’t know what they are
you can know you can
come down and now there’s
something going on,” Wick
said.
The bar serves a range of
food, beers and cocktails.
“We’re surrounded by
the tech companies, engineers, huge nerds by day …
let’s turn them into nerds
by night,” Wick said.
Gamers can pay $50 a
month for unlimited game
time or non-members can
pay $6 per hour or three
hours for $13. AFK offers free access to console
games for the causal consur.
The lounge is open to
all ages but those under 21
must leave when the kitchen closes.
Arno Bryant is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

We had some people who have only been
in the program for one or two years
and some people who are actually out
Over $2,000 has been raised by the working in the industry for Disney and
Charity Committee of San Jose State Dreamworks.”
University’s ShrunkenHeadMan Club
Senior animation/illustration major
an animation/illustration organization.
Jonathan Apilado, said that while he had
Print a Palooza, April 3 through April done these charities in the past, this one
24, raises money for Angels on Stage, a brought something new to the table.
nonprofit charity that helps kids with
“I’ve contributed to the Shrunkenspecial needs through a Cartoon Net- HeadMan charity committee gallerwork-themed art print sale.
ies every year for the past three years,”
“Angels on Stage works with children Apilado said. “I was especially excited for
and young adults with special needs to do this one because these were prints.”
performing arts,” said Brittany McGrath,
The sale has been successful, with the
junior animation/illustration major. “We club already reaching their initial goal.
talked with them a lot about what they do
Its new goal is to raise $3,000, accordto make sure it was a good fit and every- ing to senior design studies illustration
thing just kind of pulled together.”
major Brittany Byington.
The fundraiser features a variety of
“I think it’s been successful so far beartwork printed on 8-by-10 semi-gloss cause it’s all shows that we can all relate
paper.
to even as college students,” Byington
“We’re selling really beautiful prints said. “It’s also for a charity that people
from people in the animation program know and people like.”
and recent graduates all based around
According to Kestin, the site has seen
really popular kids cartoons and all the sales from people in different countries
money going straight to charity,” said such as Australia, Canada, Mexico and
Sam Kestin, junior animation/illustra- the United Kingdom.
tion major and charity moderator for
Print a Palooza has attracted some big
ShrunkenHeadMan.
attention through word of mouth as well,
“Adventure Time,” “Regular Show” such as attention from the creator of “Adand “Steven Universe” are the Cartoon venture Time” himself, Pendleton Ward
Network shows these prints are based on. who wrote a blurb about it.
“The Print a Palooza was a new idea
“It wasn’t just Pendleton Ward. We
for us,” McGrath said. “We’ve done gal- had a bunch of voice actors, some writleries in the past, but we’ve never done a ers, the head of Clarence,” Kestin said.
print drive.”
“People just heard about it.”
According to Kestin, 51 current and
Anyone interested in buying these
former members of ShrunkenHead Man prints can purchase them online until
were chosen to create the prints.
Friday at printapalooza.storenvy.com for
“For the first time we had an open $7.99 a print.
submission process,” Kestin said. “We
Cristian Ponce is a Spartan Daily
had them send any sample of their work. staff writer.
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Beauty is just the short end of the asset stick

Beverly Ukpabi

Follow Beverly
on Twitter
@cheerbev09

When life gets hectic, many conditions come to a blur, which pushes
people to seek different forms of stress
relief.
Life can be beautiful and is also a
game.
Losing your job, experiencing family
dysfunctions, having trepidation about
your future or mourning the death of a
loved one are some of the darkest days
that come about.
Many outlets of stress relief exist, but
one that always comes to mind is the
practice people use to look their best.
Do you ever ask yourself why people
try so hard under different circumstances to look good?
Above all else, whenever someone
remembers they are attractive, it seems
to make up some lost ground, no pun
intended.

There is a motivation and an urging
drive that exists when it comes to one’s
physical beauty.
Some try to look their best more than
others, and it’s safe to say that those who
put more time in their appearance often
draw more attention.
Upon reading several blogs the reasons
people want to be beautiful is because they
find more chances to meet a partner, more
success in career options and receive privileged treatment.
It exists everywhere in the media, on the
streets, in interviews and between mutual
admirers.
I clearly remember the first day I started
working at my cosmetics job and we had
our morning touch-base. Coming from a
high-volume location, everyone seemed
very amped up to start the day and I
figured it was because we have everything
under the sun when it comes to beauty.
I was trying to grasp the new adjustment and heard from one of the managers that our sales goal for a Tuesday was
just above $30,000.
Did I hear correctly?
I then had a two-minute flashback
of my hire orientation when we were
told that our store alone produces $13
million per year, alongside our flagship
store in San Francisco that makes $15
million.
I glanced at the board that listed all the
metrics for the week and was baffled at
the figure because I was so used to attaining $5,000 from my other retail jobs.
After a year of being an employee, I
would share this same information with
my clients. We’re not talking about Target that makes nearly the same amount
of money on the weekends with a wide
array of departments; we’re talking
lipstick and foundation.

Reality struck me. This job was clearly different. Women are very in tune
when it comes to spending thousands
on makeup, haircare and skincare.
Beauty hacks flood social media forums
including face-shrinking masks, waist trimmers and breast milk used to cure pink eye.

“

If mo
money does not
come to you at the
same rate as your
accumulation of
beauty products, or if
you are the one among
your friends who is
still single despite
those who sneeze and
fall into a relationship,
don’tt fret

”

“Beauty Pays” author Daniel Hamermesh said in a New York Times interview
that “most of us, regardless of our professed
attitudes, prefer as customers to buy from
better-looking salespeople, as jurors to listen
to better-looking attorneys, as voters to be
led by better-looking politicians, as students
to learn from better-looking professors.”
According to the science Journal of
Young Investigators, it is scientifically proven that the human is attracted to symmetry
between the left and right sides of the face.

People attain the feeling of being
beautiful if it’s in their reach because
they feel as if life will become amazing
as one could attest from soap operas,
and in movies like “Pretty Woman.”
A Psychology Today article written by Dr. Dale Archer said most
women who are considered beautiful
and envied by others who don’t live a
similar lifestyle often have lower self
esteem due to a distorted self image and
dependence on others’ first impression
reactions to define who they are.
This means not everyone who is beautiful will use their looks to their advantage,
because they feel empty and don’t think
they have any other qualities that stand out.
Beauty does not always equal happiness, as with affluence, health or having
a high IQ.
I feel the use of makeup is a form of
art and allows women and men to relinquish a different side to their character
with self-expression.
When you look good, you feel good.
If money does not come to you at the
same rate as your accumulation of beauty
products, or if you are the one among your
friends who is still single despite those who
sneeze and fall into a relationship, don’t fret.
Your beauty should not be used in conformity with YouTube gurus, but should
instead be used to celebrate the same
premise as the beauty of life.
Let the dust settle, wake up the next
day and learn to dance in the rain, look
for that rainbow and discover a new color
in your palette.
Beverly Ukpabi is the Spartan Daily
opinion editor. Alluring Essence runs
every Wednesday.
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WTF: What the frack is
harming our environment?
Destiny Palacios

Follow Destiny
on Twitter
@heydesi
Regions around the United
States are impacted by hydraulic fracturing, also known as
fracking, which is the process
of drilling down into the earth
and involves high-pressure injection of water and chemicals
into the ground in order to
split shale rock apart to release
the gas inside.
Fracking has been occurring since the late 1940’s in
order to extract natural gas
and oil, according to the Conoco Philips Company. Exposure of wastes and radioactive
substances released during the
process end up in streams and
rivers.
According to the National Petroleum Council, “95

percent of oil and gas wells
drilled today are hydraulically
fractured.”
The statistics also reveal
that over one million wells
have been fracked in the
United States and more than
two million have been fracked
worldwide.
The environment, human
health and wildlife are at
risk because of fracking. Oil
companies who frack are not
regulated properly and have
negatively impacted those
areas where hydraulic fracturing occurs.
The Scientific American
published an article exploring
fracturing in Ohio in 2014 and
explained the Department of
Natural Resources is responsible for testing sites where
fracking occurs, but the department does not have a track
record dealing with radioactive waste and materials.
The most vivid image I
recall in a documentary I
watched in my environmental studies class called “Gas
Land,” was when a resident
showed a jar of what was
supposed to be fresh drinking
water, but it was completely
black.
The amount of waste in

drinking water and on landfi lls is an issue that should not
be overlooked and is unacceptable.
Fracking also has a connection to climate change.
Radioactive waste is produced
throughout almost any step of
gas extraction and the Earth
Justice Organization explains
that pollutants such as carbon
dioxide are released into the
atmosphere during hydraulic
fracturing.
Pro Publica announced
that benezene and methane
are cancer causing chemicals
released during the first few
days after a well is first tapped.
In 2014 intense levels of
salt, barium, strontium and
radioactive materials were
found in streams. Not only
does the waste harm the soil
underground but it also ends
up in landfi lls. Unfortunately
the facilities looking over the
wastewater are not capable of
to remove the containments.
Fracking also disturbs and
harms wildlife. In California
endangered species such as
San Joaquin kit foxes and
blunt-nosed leopard lizards
are likely to be in regions
where fracking is expanding,
according to the Center of Bio-

logical Diversity.
The organization also reported deaths, serious illnesses
and reproductive issues among
horses, cattle, cats and dogs
exposed to fracking infrastructure or wastewater.
However, economic benefits
of fracking include increased
job opportunities and accessibility to natural gas, which
decreases the dependency on
foreign oil.
Economics do not justify
the harmful risks to the environment or human health.
Safety and the environment
should be the number one
concern and priority, not the
economy. This means we need
to honor policies and acts such
as the Safe Drinking Water
Act and Clean Water Act.
In order to make a difference regulating drilling sites
need to be more strict and of
course more sustainable.
The amount of waste in
drinking water, landfills and
our overall environment is
not an issue to overlook and is
unacceptable.
Destiny Palacios is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
You Otter Know runs every
Wednesday.

GMOs do more harm than good
If you care about your health and the
well-being of this planet, be mindful of the
food you eat.
We live in a country whose food
supply is filled with genetically modified
organisms, or GMOs, and harmful food
additives. Eating fruits and vegetables is no
longer enough to keep you healthy.
Unless the food you eat is organic,
which cannot contain GMOs, or labeled
GMO-free, you are putting your health at
risk and contributing to the contamination
of our planet.
The World Health Organization defines
GMOs as organisms whose DNA has been
altered in an unnatural way. GM plants
are usually changed to be insect and virus
resistant or herbicide tolerant, but such
changes potentially create environmental
challenges, according to One Green Planet.
Since long term effects of GMOs are
unknown and many studies are done by
the same companies developing them such
as Monsanto, this is a major ethical issue.
No one seems to know the extent of the
damage caused by GMOs and those who
do are not vocal about it.
According to Earthjustice.org, genetically engineered, or GE, crops paired with
their pesticide counterparts wreak havoc
on the environment through the growth
of herbicide-resistant weeds and increased
herbicide use.
GMO pesticides are toxic to all organ-

isms they come into contact with, including bees and butterflies. Bees are extremely
vital in the pollination of many food crops,
but are endangered by modern agricultural techniques.
According to the Institute for Responsible Technology, GMO crops eliminate
the habitat for monarch butterflies, whose
populations are down 50 percent in the U.S.
The U.S. is one of few countries in the
world that chooses to not label foods as
genetically engineered so Americans are
blissfully unaware of the dangers and more
accepting of items containing GE ingredients. This is an industry in desperate need
of transparency.
Bees transport pesticides, herbicides
and DNA through the air and into the environment, according to One Green Planet. Once a plant is introduced, it becomes
part of a larger ecosystem, meaning the
scope of environmental damage is larger
than simply harming human health.
Additionally, GMO crops reduce
biodiversity, pollute water resources and
are unsustainable. Glyphosate-containing
herbicide Roundup causes birth defects
and embryonic deaths in amphibians,
and endocrine disruptions and organ
damage in animals even at very low doses,
according to the Institute for Responsible
Technology.
Eating certified organic food is often
necessary to avoid the dangers from con-

Taylor
Atkinson
Follow Taylor on Twitter
@haytayla
suming GMOs, but this is also necessary
to preserve the planet.
We have reached a point where it is now
impossible to fully clean up our contaminated gene pool, according to the Institute
for Responsible Technology. GMO pollution will outlast the effects of both global
warming and nuclear waste.
GMOs are ubiquitous in the U.S. food
supply. If people start rejecting brands that
contain GMOs, such products will become
a marketing liability and be pressured
to change, according to the Institute for
Responsible Technology.
Being informed on the ingredients in
our food and how it impacts our environment is a practical way to encourage
healthy interactions with the natural world
and put a stop to any future damage.
By making an effort to avoid food that
contains GMOs, we can further a growing
movement of consumer rejection and force
unhealthy garbage out of our food supply
and environment.
Taylor Atkinson is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

Identity is not one-sided

Letters to
the Editor
Letters to the Editor may be placed
in the letters to the editor box in the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924- 3282, emailed to
spartandaily@gmail.com or written
to the Spartan Daily Opinion
Editor, 1 Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192-0149. Letters to the
Editor must contain the author’s
name, address, phone number, signature and major. Letters become
property of the Spartan Daily and
may be edited for clarity, grammar,
libel and length. Only letters of 300
words or less will be considered for
publication. Published opinions and
advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and
Mass Communication or SJSU. The
Spartan Daily is a public forum.
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Raechel
Price
Follow Raechel on Twitter
@rae_thecyborg
Last week, I met Page May, a social activist
from Chicago, who was visiting San Jose State
as a part of the human rights lecture event.
May introduced me to the work of Reina
Gossett, a New York-based trans activist.
Gossett speaks about the revolutionary
act of living openly, that the most undesirable ways of being are the best ways of living
against the state.
May said oppression is more complex than
just black and white. Oppression is smart
and it operates differently around different
identities.

Life is messy, and we spend so much time
trying to fit it into neat little boxes that we lose
sight of what’s important: our uniqueness.
We shouldn’t partition our identities. To
exclude one part of yourself goes against the
very nature of fighting for freedom in the first
place.
“There’s always something about you that
they try to make you leave behind,” May said.
Even our social movements try to chamber
us. We have this notion that communities of
struggle must be homogenous, that a social
movement can only care about one issue or
set of issues.
It’s more complicated than that. All pieces
of our identity—race, gender, sexuality,
class—all have a factor in our decision-making, so why shouldn’t they all be considered in
our struggle?
It was author Audre Lorde who said there
is no such thing as a single-issue struggle,
because we do not live single-issue lives.
“I think what Reina Gossett is getting at is
that ... if we don’t defend who we are in the intersection, we risk losing a piece of ourselves,”
May said.
I’ve left parts of my identity at home sometimes, surprising as it may sound. There are

times when I feel I can’t be feminist and rally
for prison reform. I’ve had my identity called
into question in ways that make me think I
can’t always be queer and feminist at the same
time.
This is part of the reason I believe allyship
to be so important. In learning the causes of
one group’s particular struggle, we learn that
the root cause of a lot of the specific injustices
can be traced back to the same systems of
oppression and power imbalance.
May makes the point that we need to embrace intersectionality in the movement, and
not just show up as a black person to the black
spaces and a queer person to the queer space.
“(If) they can come with their whole
self—usually they’re not deemed respectable,
but I think they’re the most powerful because
they’re defending the very thing that we’re
(fighting for),” May said.
We shouldn’t carve up the pieces of ourselves to make them fit someone else’s mold.
Be who you are, and live unapologetically.
Raechel Price is a Spartan Daily staff
writer. Off the Straight & Narrow runs
every other Wednesday.
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Wrestling wreaks
havoc in San Jose
BY JEREMY CUMMINGS
@Jeremycummings3

black makeup, pink fishnets and a tutu,
caught his opponents off-guard with his
dirty tricks and buttocks-based battery.
The bloodstained canvas ring stood For one of his most devastating moves, KP
out against the decorative trims and clean charged across the ring with rhino-like inplush carpet of the San Jose Athletics club tensity and delivered a flying headbutt to
when San Jose’s Underground Wrestling his opponent Manic’s rear end as he laid
Alliance brought its antics and dramatic belly-down across the ropes.
combat to the downtown venue.
To finish the match, KP pulled off his
Anthony Trevino, who
panties and held them
used to wrestle in UGWA
like a chloroform soaked
himself, founded the orgarag to Manic’s mouth
nization and held a special
and nose until he passed
event at the Athletics Club
out.
for the 420 holiday.
The championship
Before the wrestling
match between reignstarted, the performing UGWA champ
ers warmed up in the
Hollywood and his
ring, planning out the
opponent Hans evenmoves they would use in
tually devolved into
their matches, practican all out brawl when
Skyler Allen
ing throws and climbing
three other wrestlers
Former UGWA
the ropes in preparation.
jumped in the ring.
wrestler
Skyler Allen, a former
Then they reorgawrestler, looked on and
nized the match into
described UGWA.
a frenetic six man tag team showdown.
“When you love what you do enough to
Chaos ensued with that many men in
respect it, it shows for the audience,” Allen the ring. Wrestlers distracted the referee
said.
multiple times to perpetrate beatdowns,
Allen used to wrestle in UGWA then dildo assaults and other shady moves on
retired a year ago due to injuries sustained their opponents.
during performances. He said all of the
In the end KP was pinned as his partners
wrestlers work hard to perfect their char- G-Money and Hollywood leaned on each
acters and outdo each other in the ring.
other for support, battered and drained of
“No two people wrestle the same and energy after the strenuous match-up.
that’s what makes it interesting,” Allen
To wrap up the event, there was a First
said.
Blood match between Tank, the reigning
Mark Arce, SJSU alumnus and current beast of the East Champion, and his chalUGWA wrestler said the wrestlers are very lenger, Black Anthony.
dedicated, with some of them traveling
Unlike the other matches, which were
from as far as Merced to participate.
won by pinning your opponent, victory in
The first match featured A Pimp Named First Blood could only be achieved by drawCraig, who walked out wearing fake jewel- ing blood from your opponent’s face.
ry and a fuzzy purple wide-brimmed hat.
This match was the peak of the theatriJewdas entered the venue, ripped off his cal savagery which UGWA presented.
pants and brandished a Shake Weight in
Tank pinned down Black Anthony
audience members’ faces.
multiple times and pummeled his face
KP, the raunchy wrestler wearing thick with a range of objects, from the metallic

“

No two people
wrestle the same
and that’s
what makes it
ng
interesting

”

Photos by Brandon Chew
KP smothers his panties in Manic’s face, top, A Pimp Named Craig
stretches before the match, left,
and Jewdas squeezes into his
boots at a special Underground
Wrestling Alliance event at the San
Jose Athletics club in Downtown
San Jose yesterday.

plates on the championship belt to a bamboo kendo sword.
UGWA’s audience got a more intimate
view of the brutality as the wrestlers threw
each other in and out of the ring, sometimes brawling inches away from the excited spectators.
Black Anthony won the match, leaving
Tank bloody and breathless on the canvas.
The audience filtered out into the streets
as UGWA staff broke down the ring and debriefed about their matches.
Jeremy Cummings is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

